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Grant Davis

London Mayoral

Election 2012

How time flies as we are getting

ready for this years mayoral

election .In this months Badge we

contacted the 4 major players and

asked them why should cabbies

vote for them?

1. Boris Johnson : Started

off with vim and vigour as we saw

him scrap the two overhauls a

year as promised and the day after

I took him out on a night time tout

tour he instigated the “ one strike

and out policy”. However as time

went on he seemed to loose

interest with the cab trade and did

not interact with the trade as much

as I would have liked.

2. Ken Livingstone: Going

for a third term in office. Last time

round on the plus side Ken did

give the trade the tariff 2 and 3

night time increases. But for many

in the cab trade, he will be

remembered for the introduction of

the Ethnic Knowledge, two

overhauls a year, and also the

Introduction of Satellite offices and

recently when asked about

operators in night time venues he

said

“ Private Hire should be able to

operate out of any premises�and

it is not for the taxi trade to

determine where PHV operators

choose”

3. Brian Paddick: To be honest

he has run a very lacklustre

campaign with the cab trade. As a

high ranking police officer I had

hoped he would have brought his

expertise to the fore in regards to

the problems we are facing in the

licensed taxi trade with Illegal PH

activity and the increase in violent

crime across the capital.

4. Lawrence Webb: Properly

the most pro- taxi trade candidate

of them all. We have held several

meetings with Lawrence and he

has always struck me as someone

who respects our tradition and

value to the capital. Although

highly unlikely he will win the

election, if he collected enough

votes to gain a seat on the London

Assembly I am sure he would be a

good friend to the cab trade.

Editorial
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Police arrest suburban
drivers for forged green IDs

Further to your request for

information regarding the

taxi driver licence area

identifiers, I can confirm

that following reports of

stolen, copied and

fraudulent identifiers, there

has been some police

activity in this area.

Since the identifiers came

into effect on 1 March 2012,

a number of police arrests

have been made for

Suburban drivers that have

been found displaying forged

All London identifiers. As you

know, this is a serious

offence and any driver found

using a forged, stolen or

copied identifier will have

their licence suspended

pending the outcome of the

court case. Should a

prosecution occur then TfL

will review their fitness to

remain licensed.

Working with the

Metropolitan and City of

London Police, TfL will

actively follow up on any

cases where licensed or

unlicensed drivers are found

to be breaking the law. 

All drivers have the

opportunity to report any

issues via our website at the

following address:

https://www.tfl.gov.uk/corpor

ate/about-tfl/19382.aspx.

Information reported will be

collated and analysed and,

where appropriate, used to

determine the deployment of

the TPH Compliance team as

well as the Metropolitan and

City of London Police Safer

Transport Command unit.

Helen Chapman, Deputy

Director of London Taxi and

Private Hire said: "The

identifiers have been

required since 1 March and

the vast majority of drivers

have complied with the

system and work correctly in

accordance with the licensing

requirements. The arrests

that have been made sends

a clear message to any

licensed or unlicensed

drivers that copied or forged

identifiers will be found and

those responsible brought to

justice".

Hailo are pleased to

announce the successful

completion of £11 million

funding, one of the largest

first round financings ever

to be made in a European

startup.

Accel Partners, which has

supported a number of

household names

including Facebook,

Groupon, and Kayak, led

the fundraising, building

on its model of identifying

and investing in

innovative technology-

focused businesses.

Founded by three London

cab drivers, Gary

Jackson, Terry Runham

and Russell Hall, Hailo

received initial seed

money from Wellington

Partners, early investors

in Spotify, and Atomico,

the international venture

capital firm that is

headquartered in London

and was founded by

Niklas Zennström, who is

best known for co-

founding Skype. 

This investment is a

magnificent endorsement

of our team, technology

and driver network and

we’d like to extend a

HUGE thank you to all our

drivers who helped to give

us this incredible

opportunity.

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE
Terry Runham, Gary Jackson and Russell Hall, the cabbies behind Hailo
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Our taxis are a huge asset to

London, and the city’s cabbies are

ambassadors for us all.  You are

relied upon by both visitors and

residents for your outstanding

knowledge of London's streets,

which follows years of vigorous

training.  It’s no wonder the service

you provide is the envy of the

world.
During my Mayoralty I have consistently

proved myself to be on the side of

London’s taxi drivers.  

In the past four years I have lobbied

central government at every available

opportunity to introduce a fuel duty

stabiliser.  It is wrong when it costs you

more to fill up your tank than it does to fly

to Rome.

I gave you representation on the Board

of TfL for the very first time, unlike Ken

Livingstone who shut you out of the room,

preferring the views of Bob Crow. I will

continue to ensure that you are formally

represented and your views are heard.

I have slashed the size of the Olympic

Road Network from 140km to 70km.  I

have worked hard to find opportunities for

you to make use of the ORN and have

set up a range of dedicated

communications channels to make sure

you are fully informed.  

I have cracked down on illegal minicabs

and rickshaw touts, and doubled the size

of the enforcement team by providing an

extra 34 police officers leading to a

greater crackdown than ever; 1,300

arrests were made last year alone for

touting and other cab related offences.  I

will not stand for this dangerous practice

and will continue to pursue those who

seek to operate outside of the law

I have introduced measures to tackle

congestion such as lane rental and the

permit scheme for utility companies

wishing to dig up the road

However, there is still more to do – and

a return to the waste, cronyism and

division of Ken Livingstone will take

London backwards and place all this

progress at risk.  

In a few a weeks’ time I with my

fellow mayoral candidates will be

vying for your votes and while you

may like what one candidate has to

offer there is always the fear that by

voting for them first you will let in

the candidate you fear the most. But

this is not  the case, if people

actually understood the voting

system they would realise that their

first vote is a truly free one, and

should be used to vote for the

candidate they truly believe offers

them the  most and the second vote

can then be used as the insurance

so that if their chosen candidate

does not go through to the second

round then their second vote will still

be counted. 
Even London Elects’ (the people who

organise these elections) own research

shows that 67% of people in London do not

understand the voting system, is it any

wonder then that despite the opportunities

that the multiple vote system offers it is still

largely a choice between the red or the blue

team.

As I have already stated I believe that the

licenced cab trade in London is as much a

part of the culture of London as is Tower

bridge and Buckingham Palace and the

service that they provide is a unique one

that is the envy of the world and it is one

that I will fight to preserve.

There are many factors affecting the future

of the black cab; not least is the current

economic climate made far worse by the

need for the UK to bail out the failed

countries of the Eurozone. But on top of the

usual ebb and flow of the economy the two

previous London Mayors (Boris and Ken)

have presided over ever greater

encroachment of private-hire vehicles into

areas that were once (and legally still

should be) the preserve of the black cab,

with little or no action taken over those

private hire drivers that openly flout the law.

When you factor in the age restriction on

cabs and the cost of replacement vehicles it

is not hard to understand why every cabbie

I speak to is pretty hacked off with the

thought of either Boris or Ken getting in

again.

As London Mayor I would reinstate the

importance of the licenced cab trade within

an integrated transport strategy.  

I would;

• Make all new taxis VAT exempt, as they 

are the only form of public transport that 

are 100% wheelchair accessible 

• Introduce harsher punishments for those 

private hire drivers that tout for business, 

not only is this illegal but it also puts the 

passengers at risk because such drives 

are in breach of the terms of their 

insurance and therefore no longer 

insured

• Harmonise bus lanes across the capital 

to allow their use by buses, coaches, 

mini-buses, taxis, motorcycles

and cycles

• Allow Taxis to use the Olympic VIP lanes

• Permanently close down satellite office 

that flout the rules

Whilst I realise that as the UKIP candidate

I am  starting a long way behind it is

important to note that not only will you be

voting to elect a Mayor you are being

asked to elect members of the London

Assembly. It is vital therefore that whoever

wins on 3rd May there UKIP members on

the Assembly to stand up and fight for the

cab trade so use your votes wisely: Give

me your first preference vote for Mayor

and vote for UKIP (UK Independence

Party) on the Part List and Assembly

Member ballot papers as well. Put your

cross next to the UKIP logo.

Lawrence Webb

Boris Johnson

MAYORAL ELECTION



I believe the Taxi trade is

essential for London’s

economy. It serves the

business community as

well as millions of

visitors and tourists to

the capital each year. It

also makes it possible

for many Londoners to

enjoy an active social

life, still get home safely

and live in the capital

without having to own

their own car. 
My deputy Mayoral

candidate Caroline Pidgeon

has an extensive record of

listening, meeting and

engaging with the Taxi

industry over a wide range of

issues. I will ensure this

continues if I am elected

Mayor of London.

I support the vital work

Lynne Featherstone,

Criminal Information Minister

is doing to enable taxi

licensing authorities to apply

for enhanced vetting checks

for all their taxi and private

hire vehicles drivers, this is

hugely important for

passenger safety. 

I would ensure that the

Mayor’s promise to set up a

financial incentive scheme to

encourage taxi drivers to

purchase the cleanest

available taxis was followed

through. It was promised by

the Mayor back in 2010, but

we have heard nothing

since. The Lib Dems have

advocated a 'Big Switch' plan

for buses, taxi's and vans to

go electric. Taxi's are

responsible along with buses

and vans for the most

serious air pollution. I would

adopt that plan to ensure

London gets on its way to

becoming a cleaner and

healthier City.
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London’s taxi service and

its Knowledge-trained

cabbies are the envy of the

world.
Tory Mayor Boris Johnson is

putting that under threat by trying

to privatise the section of TfL that

regulates taxi and private hire

drivers. Cabbies tell me they are

also very worried that the

Knowledge will then be diluted. I

will put a stop to talk of a

privatised taxi and private hire

regulator and will rule out any

tampering with the Knowledge.

It is ridiculous that corporate

hangers-on at the Olympics will

be ferried along special lanes in

a fleet of BMWs. If it is not too

late by May I will negotiate with

the IOC to ensure the maximum

access for the taxi trade to the

Olympic Route Network.

I will also continue the Safer

Travel at Night campaigns that

warn Londoners, especially

women, not to risk taking an

illegal mini-cab tout. Touting is a

serious problem and I know that

that for enforcement to be

effective pressure needs to be

kept on the police to crackdown

on touts. Boris has cut 1,700

police posts since he was

elected and this loss of police

numbers makes enforcement

difficult. I give a commitment to

refill those 1,700 police posts.

Rickshaws are dangerous to

passengers and pedestrians. I

will campaign vigorously for them

to be banned.

I will not allow London’s taxi

standards and iconic image to be

watered down by the Law

Commission. 

Looking ahead, cab sharing has

worked well for taxi drivers and

passengers at Paddington and

Euston. I will work with cabbies

to find other locations where it

can be applied.

This election is about who will

make you and your family better

off in difficult economic times.

That’s why I’ll cut energy bills by

hundreds of pounds for all

households with a non-profit

energy co-op. It’s also why I will

bring back the Education

Maintenance Allowance to help

families with college-age kids.

Find out more about my policies

at www.kenlivingstone.com.

Ken Livingstone

Brian Paddick

LONDON 2012

thelcdc@aol.com
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

LCDC has always been

opposed to having unpaid taxi

marshals patrolling Heathrow

Airports passenger terminals

on the look out for minicab

touts.

It has been said time and time

again in The Badge, that taxi

marshals should not be allowed

to breach the rules of the Taxi

System and the byelaws

covering use of the taxi feeder

parks. In April 2011, during an

important case that HAL (BAA

Heathrow) lost in the High Court,

opposing parties were reminded

that airport byelaws carry the

force of criminal law and they

must not be either applied or

disapplied in any way that

enables an airport owner to

make a commercial gain. Theres

no doubt that BAA makes a

commercial gain by arranging for

unpaid taxi marshals to provide

security services at Heathrow. It

has also come to light that under

the Aviation Security Act 1982,

the Metropolitan Police based at

Heathrow have the statutory

power to inform BAA what the

Police need in the way of

resources, including financial

resources, to prevent crime and

to keep the Heathrow Airport as

safe and secure as possible.

Under the provisions of the Act,

any dispute between BAA over

the cost of policing Heathrow has

to be settled by the Secretary of

State for Transport. 

The so-called rules under which

the taxi marshals are supposed

to operate are totally

unintelligible when any attempt is

made to place them in a legal

context. Probably, there isnt a

single Heathrow trade rep who

could provide an accurate

appraisal of the rules that

allegedly permit taxi marshals to

by-pass the feeder parks. 

In the recent past the LCDC has

made several attempts to get

Heathrow Police to explain the

relationship between the

marshals and the Police. The

most important thing we have

learned from our written

enquiries is that the Police have

played no part in approving

BAAs rule that marshals can

ignore the feeder park byelaws.

Most importantly, the Police have

never conceded in

correspondence with the LCDC

that they are an official party to

any agreement under which

individual marshals can ply for

hire on any rank, literally within

minutes of ending their

marshalling duties. If the

marshals can prove otherwise,

then the LCDC would be

prepared to publish in the next

issue of The Badge anything any

senior Police officer may have to

say on the subject. In particular,

the LCDC would like Heathrow

Police to confirm that the forty

taxi marshals who never go

through the feeder parks, are

providing Heathrow Airport with

essential security services that

the Police themselves are unable

to provide. We repeat, according

to the Airport Securities Act,

Heathrow police and BAA are

jointly empowered to ensure that

unpaid taxi marshals should not

be offering assistance to either

the Police or BAA. 

Montcalm Hotel, Barbican 

Heathrow drivers are reporting

that they are being prevented

from entering the forecourt of the

Montcalm Hotel in Chiswell

street, even when they have

luggage to unload. At the same

time minicabs are allowed on to

the forecourt where they seem to

be receiving four star treatment

from Hotel staff. Last Saturday a

Heathrow driver dumped his

passengers luggage on the

pavement in front of the rope

barrier thats strung across the

Hotels entrance. When he was

told by arrogant Hotel staff to

move his cab and the luggage to

make way for a posh Mercedes

minicab, the Heathrow driver

asked everybody to be patient

while he wrote out a fully

detailed receipt for his

passenger. Lets hope the Hotels

management will stop all this

nonsense about who can and

cant use their forecourt. 

Latest on HALT and HALTS 

In April 2009 Heathrow Airport

Ltd. (BAA) was considering

awarding a five year taxi

information desk contract to

either the HALT cooperative or to

a new private company known as

HALTS Ltd. Earlier the same

year, HALT cooperative

executives, Colin Evans and

Howard Kaye became directors

of HALTS Ltd. According to

Companies House records, when

the desk contract with BAA was

awarded to newcomer HALTS,

Colin Evans remained in office

as the chairman of the HALT co-

operative. As chairman, he was

under a legal duty not to allow

his personal business interests in

his newly created company to

conflict with those of the HALT

cooperative. The cooperative had

previously enjoyed a well

established business relationship

with BAA and successfully

managed the desks in four of

Heathrow Airport's passenger

terminals. 

Undoubtedly, there has been a

breach of the HALT co-

operative's enforceable 'no

conflict' rule and any enquiry as

to whether the cooperative could,

would or might have taken up the

opportunity to contract with BAA

is a secondary point at issue.

The main legal point is that the

existence of a gold plated

business opportunity with BAA

was something which HALT

cooperative executives had a

duty to keep the membership

informed about, but they failed to

do this. It was not for Colin

Evans as the chairman of HALT

to unilaterally decide that the

cooperative should show no

interest in the BAA desk contract.

It was also manifestly wrong of

Colin Evans to divert a business

opportunity with BAA away from

the HALT cooperative to his new

business entity (HALTS) that had

been registered at Companies

House. The formation of the new

company appears to have been

prompted or influenced by an

intention to hi-jack the

prestigious desk contract with

BAA, a contract that was almost

certainly due to be awarded to

the HALT cooperative. 

HALT executives could and

should have resigned from the

cooperative before negotiations

began with BAA and had they

done so, they would not have

been prevented from fairly and

squarely using their personal

connections with BAA to

compete with the HALT

cooperative. But instead, Colin

Evans and his colleagues chose

to exploit the business

opportunity with BAA and to

ignore the HALT cooperative s

rule book and the rights of its

members. 

There is no dispute about the

legal principles which apply to

the trouble that HALT executives

have heaped upon themselves.

Members of the original HALT

cooperative are entitled to hold

HALT executives accountable for

any financial downturn suffered

by the HALT cooperative that is

attributable to the diversion to

HALTS Ltd. of business assets

belonging to the cooperative. As

reported in the March issue of

the Badge, at some point in the

near future, Colin Evans and his

colleagues are going to have to

pay for their mistakes, including

some very expensive financial

ones. 

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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So says Danny Sullivan,

nicknamed ‘Danny DeVito’

because he’s not long

picked up his second Vito

Taxi from KPM Mercedes-

Benz Taxis. But Danny who

at 6-foot something tall and

he is nothing like the other

4’ 9” Danny DeVito – just

have a look!

“It’s no lie” says Danny “I got

11 Heathrow jobs in one

week, and another time I got 3

Heathrows in a day. There’s

no doubt about it, the Vito Taxi

is made for getting you extra

work. It’s not just the fact that

it’s a 6-seater, but it’s also

designed and built for comfort

– and I’m talking about the

passenger first. They love the

room, they love the ride.

Indeed it’s so good I even get

them asking ‘Are you extra?’

Well, if it gets me a bit of a tip

for a good ride that’s great,

but the main thing is I give

them my card and they come

back for more. That’s what I

really like – the Vito really

does give you more work in

these tough times!  

What fuel crisis....?

“And the new Euro 5 Vito is

such a big step up from the

previous Euro 4 that I owned I

can honestly say it is the best

cab I’ve ever had. Within a

week you notice the big jump

in fuel economy. OK, there’s

all this concern about the fuel

crisis at the moment, but at

least with the Euro 5 Vito you

get a lot more time between

trips to the forecourt. You also

get a lot more time between

visits back to the garage for

servicing, and the quality and

reliability drives the running

costs right down. The vehicle’s

been out for nearly four years

now and it’s starting to get

well recognised by customers,

there’s so many more of them

about that people are now

well recognising them to hail

on the streets.”

And of course, Danny also

sees that the Vito has it’s

personal benefits for himself.

“I’m a keen golfer and it’s so

good to be able to get your

golf clubs so easily into the

boot or the back. In fact, I can

just put my electric trolley

straight into the rear

compartment – no folding

down.”   Funny the little things

that please us, isn’t it? But as

Danny says: “There’s so much

that great about the Mercedes

and now they’ve got this

special Agility deal where you

can just hand the cab back

after three years, that they call

it ‘The Cab With No Ties’.

You’d be mad not to have a

new Mercedes Vito Taxi now!” 

11 Heathrows in one week can’t be bad...

Danny Sullivan Vito driver
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Alan’s Angle

Finally after years off

complaining on behalf of the

LCDC for a taxi rank outside

Shoreditch House Club in Ebor

Street E2. Hackney Council

have now confirmed to me that

the new rank will be in place

this April. Below is email sent

to us from Hackney Council.

“The London Borough of
Hackney will soon be
implementing a new Taxi Rank on

Ebor Street to ensure that official
taxi drivers have a rank from
which they can safely pick up or
drop off customers.
The rank is due to be

implemented in April 2012 and
will operate 24 hours, 7 days a
week. The taxi rank will ensure
that only authorised taxis can
utilise this rank. There will be
regular enforcement taking place
to ensure that other
unauthorised drivers do not use
this rank. If unauthorised drivers

do use this bay, then they will be
issued with a Penalty Charge
Notice.”

I cannot stress strongly enough

that we must service this rank, we

at the LCDC are constantly being

told that nothing is being done

about illegal private hire practices

at night time venues. We believe

this rank could prove just as

successful for drivers as the rank

outside NOBU that the Club

managed to reclaim 2 years ago. 

Shoreditch 
House 
rank update

thelcdc@aol.com
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I recently attended a meeting at

Palestra with LOCOG , TfL, along

with the LTDA and Unite to see

the plans for the taxi trade around

the Park Lane area.

Whilst the final plans are not set in

stone, it would appear that the story

which appeared in last weeks

Evening Standard stating the Mall

was to be closed for 3 months is

true. In fact it will be shut from mid

May to mid September due to the

Queens jubilee, the trooping of the

colour, and preparations for the

Olympics.

One word springs to

mind�..Gridlock. 

As the editor has already said, in

next months edition we hope to be

able to publish all finalised plans.

Olympic update
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So, what is Hailo?

Or everything you need to know

about Hailo for drivers. We should

have an answer to most questions

you might have about us here. If

not, drop us a line at

drivers@hailocab.com.

Hailo is a network that matches

passengers and licensed taxi

drivers like you, using a tool which

helps to make your days more

profitable and sociable. Hailo makes

sure people are never more than

two taps away from a licensed taxi,

and that you get more passengers

when you want them.

I’m a cabbie. 

Why should I join Hailo?
Well, apart from the chance of

making your shift more efficient,

here’s some of what Hailo can do

for you:

Take card payments: at no extra

cost to your passengers, and

without any other equipment

required

No monthly subs: to use the app, or

be part of our network

Real-time, geo-located info: you

help us share the best info about

what’s happening in London from

driver to driver, so you can make

the most of your working day. And

as it’s GPS-driven, you’ll only get

updates relevant to where you are.

Proper driver stats: Forget writing

your earnings down. Hailo lets you

securely record your fares and

earnings, as well as charts and

graphs to help you keep track of

your downtime and dead miles. This

information is yours alone – we’ll

never share it with anyone else and

is protected by ourprivacy policy.

Keep in touch with your mates: As

we’re an exclusive community of

London licensed taxi drivers, we’ve

got some tools that’ll help you stay

in touch with other drivers wherever

they are on the road.

What makes you different

from other taxi apps?
Hailo is much more than just a

booking app – it’s a driver’s

companion, packed with features

you’ll want to use every day. It’s

been built by Gary Jackson, Terry

Runham and myself with some of

the best technology entrepreneurs

and software engineers anywhere.

Geo-located traffic, events, bursts,

and rank status help you get to your

next fare faster and find another when

you’re empty. Real-time private stats

help you keep track of your day.

There’s no subs to pay, no hardware to

install.

Finally, Hailo was conceived with both

the driver and customer in mind – which

is why we don’t add additional booking

or card surcharges to customers. We all

know this will lead to more bookings

and bigger tips, unlike other services

which insist on charging customers.

Will you ever share my

stats information?
No. Not at all. Your data belongs to

you and will never be shared with

anyone else. Our security software is

some of the best on the market, and

our privacy policy is solid too.

Is it going to cost me to join Hailo?

No. The app is free for you. And you

don’t have to pay any monthly

membership or subscription fees

either.

Do I need a special gadget

to use Hailo?
Hailo does all its wizardry on your

smartphone. No new hardware

required, and no subs charged.

So what types of phone

does Hailo work on?
The Hailo Driver app is up and

running on  the iPhone (3GS, 4 and

4S), Andoid and the iPad 1 or 2 with

3G too (note that you can’t make

calls to customers on the iPad

version). Hailo won’t work on the

iPod Touch. 

I haven't got an smart

phone at the moment. 

Can I still join Hailo?
Absolutely. If you’re a licensed

London taxi driver, Hailo is for you.

Sign up via hailocab.com or pop

down 51 Great Suffolk St and meet

one of the expert driver team who

will be willing to help technophobes 

These are some of the questions

drivers ask but everything is on our

website.

So lets win the work back together. 

Russell Hall
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Cab wars -
Race wars?
There is a battleground
developing at night in
London between taxi drivers
and private hire drivers. The
blame for this, albeit
inadvertently, can be squarely
laid at the doors of TFL and
PCO. They have allowed a
situation to develop where
there are now many
hundreds, possibly
thousands, of PHVs touting
openly on London’s streets.
This is the result of lack of
information, enforcement and
licensing of satellite offices
without sufficient control and
enforcement. 
Currently, there is a situation

where taxi drivers sit on ranks

outside venues and watch while

PHVs illegally rank outside these

venues and Clipboard Johnnies

(CBJs) openly tout patrons leaving

before they can reach the taxi

rank. Right or wrong, do TfL/PCO

truly expect these drivers not to

react to such a situation? 
PHV drivers appear to generally

have no clue as to what they are

and are not allowed to do. It

appears they think that because

they are now licensed, they do the

same job as taxi drivers, with the

same rights but without the same

responsibilities. More importantly,

because they pay their operator

for work and their operator pays

for a satellite office licence, they

think the work coming out of the

venues is theirs exclusively,

despite taxi drivers being able to

legitimately pick up from these

venues. The PHV drivers think the

taxi drivers are stealing their work

while the taxi drivers see the PHVs

breaking all the rules to steal the

taxi drivers’ work. This situation

occurs nightly in a multitude of

venues. One wonders what

TfL/PCO expects to be the

outcome of such an explosive

situation? It is almost as though

they have deliberately engineered

bad feeling between PHV and taxi

drivers.

This embattled situation between

the two sets of drivers is often

confused by the basic fact that the

majority of PHVs drivers tend to be

immigrants to the UK while the

majority of taxi drivers tend to be

UK – born. This means that

dispute between PHV drivers

nicking taxi drivers work can often

be misunderstood as a race issue,

which it most certainly is not.

Ken Livingstone infamously

accused the taxi trade as being a

white, male club. He was right

insofar as the majority of drivers

are white males but fault for this

lies with Tfl/PCO. Anybody,

regardless of colour, creed and

gender has the ability to sign up to

the KOL and become a taxi driver

so long as they meet the driving

licence and “fit and proper person”

criteria. The problem is that one

usually finds out about becoming a

taxi driver by knowing a taxi driver,

be it a relative, friend, etc. If most

taxi drivers are white, then most of

their friends and family are likely to

be white. It is the duty of TfL/PCO

to make sure that people outside

this group, such as immigrants,

know how to apply to be a taxi

driver. There should be an

information campaign to spread

the word about how to become a

taxi driver.

Meanwhile, such is the

administrative jungle that runs the

KOL, it now takes approximately

twice as long to complete the KOL

as it did 30 years ago.  An FSA

driving test has to be passed, a

CRB check has to be made and

paid for. None of this is

necessarily required to become a

PHV driver. Is it any wonder that

many newly – arrived immigrants

take up PHV driving as a living

when it has hardly any skill or

background check requirements? I

would imagine it is very difficult for

new immigrants to find work but

PHV driving is an exception to this

as it is very easy trade to enter.

This leads to problems when taxi

and PHV drivers come into conflict

over touting. The PHVs can and

do play “the race card”. There

have been plenty of cases where

taxi drivers carrying out their

legitimate business in the vicinity

of these satellite offices have been

subjected to abuse from PHV

drivers. Taxi drivers have been

verbally and physically attacked by

PHV drivers and CBJs; they have

been spat on by them; they have

had their cabs damaged by them.

If the taxi drivers calls the police,

the PHV drivers  deny the

accusations and make counter –

claims of racial abuse by the taxi

drivers. Ultimately, the police do

not want to know but often end up

giving the taxi driver a warning.

A couple of years ago, a taxi

driver spent several months of his

own time and put his physical well-

being on the line in order to make

an hour-long documentary for TV

on minicab touting. During the

filming he suffered much verbal

abuse, occasional physical abuse

and on one occasion, damage to

his cab at the hands of the touts.

On one occasion the camera

crew’s equipment was damaged

and the taxi driver had to rescue

the film crew and drive them off in

his cab. By the time the film was

made there was a huge amount of

documentary evidence of PHV

drivers and CBJs touting. What

was ultimately shown on TV was a

two minute clip that was put

together that more or less accused

taxi drivers of racism.

The lid is just about being kept on

this situation at the moment only

because taxi drivers fear losing the

licence that they worked so hard to

earn. Meanwhile, the PHV drivers

know that their own licence is

worthless without breaking the

rules on touting. It really is time for

TfL/PCO to step up and take

responsibility a situation they have

created by weak licensing

conditions and virtually non-

existent compliance and

enforcement of the PH trade. It is

time to make sure that any PH

licensee is a fit and proper person.

This requires an enhanced CRB

check on all PH drivers and

operators. If such a check cannot

be conducted due to the

prospective licensee not having

resided in the UK for three years,

then the prospective licensee

should have to wait until such time

as the check can be made.

Unfortunately though, TFL have

just decided that they will not

make such a requirement of

licensees.

Ideally, satellite offices should be

scrapped. Failing this, they should

be properly regulated. This means

making sure that all PH drivers

and operators are aware that

ranking their cars outside or near

to the venue  is illegal. Ensure that

all drivers, operators and

customers are aware that

bookings may only be pre-booked

and such bookings can only be

made inside the venues. That they

understand taxi drivers are allowed

to pick up from and rank outside

such venues. Enforcement of

satellite office regulations needs to

be adequate, consistent and tough

on those breaking the rules. 

If not, it may only be a matter of

time before taxi and PHV drivers

are fighting on the streets. Taxi

drivers need protection from the

intimidation they are suffering

nightly from the PCO – licensed

people that are stealing work from

under their noses. While the first

duty of the PCO is to the travelling

public and rightly so, taxi drivers

are entitled to expect some

protection from the illegal and

often intimidatory competition they

face nightly. If they do not get it, it

may only be a matter of time

before they provide their own

protection.

Walker on the March....
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LCDC member to 
run London marathon

Trade charity football
match 15th of April

LCDC member Lois Reynolds is

running in this  years London

Marathon in aid of the National

Osteoporosis Society.
Former Fitzroy Lodge and

Professional boxer Lois says he cannot

wait for the marathon to start.

" With the Queens Jubilee and the

Olympics this year, I cannot wait to run"

Lois who lives in Chislehurst has been

pounding the streets before jumping

into his taxi and come to work. " Its

been hard training, but hopefully it will

be a day to remember".

You can make a donation 
to Lois by going to 
loisreynolds@justgiving.com
We at the Club wish him all 
the very best of luck!

Every year for the past eight

years we have organised a

charity football match in aid of

two young brothers who died at

the ages of 13 and 25 from bone

cancer. They were the the sons

of Emin Ali, the friendly foreman

at M & H Taxis. Around 90% of

the guys who play in the games

are in the taxi trade.
The date for the game is Sunday

15th April - 2pm k/o at Hornchurch
Football Club, The Stadium, Bridge
Avenue, Upminster, RM14 2LX.  

At the moment past West Ham

United players  have pledged their

time to play - Steve Potts, Alan

Dickens, Stuart Slater, Keith Rowland

and Scott Canham with more to follow.

All match day proceeds go to various

cancer charities.  In past years we

have supported the Make A Wish

Foundation, and it is incredibly

satisfying to receive a letter from the

Foundation informing us where the

raised money helped and in particular

whose special ‘wish’ had been

granted. 

It's a great family day with the club

bar open for refreshment and a

chance for friends to gather for some

football and fund-raising. 

Please try and get along and show

your support for a very worthwhile

cause.  
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The nice letter we all received

from Boris was little more than

a ‘Vote for Me’ propaganda

leaflet for the coming Mayoral

election. It looks like a two-

horse race between him and

Ken, so we need to use our

votes carefully. 

I suppose, in a nutshell, if you

want to keep Ken out then you

vote for Boris and vice-versa. It’s

not democracy, really, is it? But

then, when was the last time we

tasted anything approaching

democracy now that we are

governed by the EU? The

government, who are nothing

more than representatives of the

British electorate, refuse even to

grant us a democratic vote on

our membership of the EU when

the polls say we want to get out.

So, what has Boris done for us?

Nothing, really. He’s allowed

roadworks to continue unabated

with the result that our city is

slowly being strangled to death

by uncontrolled road closures

and contra-flow traffic schemes.

More worrying is the amount of

overseas visitors – businessmen

and women often pledge not to

return simply because they

cannot get around to meetings

and exhibitions. Then, as we all

know, TfL decided to kick

hundreds of taxis off the road in

an Olympic year because of a

15-year rule that could have

waited until 2013.

Now we have the abortion at

Hammersmith flyover. Many of us

remember a few years back they

had ‘trouble’ with this and the

Chiswick flyover. Why did they

leave it until now – the year of

the London Olympics? Well, why

not? It’s what we’ve come to

expect from TfL. Boris needs to

get a grip if he wants another

term in office.

The problem is, it seems, the

only alternative is Ken who will

no doubt  do more damage to our

trade than just about anybody

else apart from the Greens.

Boris, on the other hand, has

done little for us but he also

hasn’t done us much harm. He

appears to be on our side it

would be nice if he could actually

give us a bit of hope by giving us

our extras back – the sooner, the

better. Maybe we should think

what Ken might have done to our

trade during the last five years if

he had been Mayor.

It’s your choice – I can’t vote as

I live outside of London.

LTDA  ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN

You won’t often find praise for

other taxi trade organizations in

this paper unless, of course, they

deserve it. This month the LTDA

get two stars for the excellent

campaign aimed at showing the

public how much cheaper – and

faster and more convenient – it is

to take a taxi to Heathrow. It’s

been a long time coming, as we

have often discussed in the

airport canteen the benefits of

bill-board advertising to promote

our trade. Many overseas visitors

don’t realize how much cheaper it

would be to hire a taxi direct to

the airport as opposed to taking a

taxi to Paddington and then

paying for three, four or five

separate tickets on the HEX.

Hopefully, they will now see the

light when a massive LTDA  A-

frame truck sweeps by. So, well

done to the LTDA – you may

even get a Christmas card this

year.

ADDISON LEE ON A ROLL

According to the financial pages

in the newspapers Addison Lee’s

turnover increased by a massive

20% to £127.5m for the year

ended August 2011. Their profits

did even better – increasing by

62% to £7.6m. Now, if I

remember correctly last year was

more than a bit grim for us, so

how did Addison Lee rack up

such a big increase in turnover?

Look no further than founder

John Griffin. I’ve rung his praises

before but, apart from him being

in the enemy camp, it’s hard to

put him down when you consider

his achievements. The point is: if

he can do it why can’t our own

radio circuits compete? In fact,

how good did they do in 2011? 

We can only hope that the guys

providing the Apps for London

taxis will grab much of the work

back that we have lost to the

likes of Addison Lee.

And while we worry about what

the Law Commission may throw

at us Griffin sees it as a business

opportunity to expand outside of

London. Perhaps that’s where the

difference lies.

IS THIS THE END 

OF THE PCO?

Ever since our trade slipped out

from under the umbrella of the

Home Office and the Met Police

and into the arms of TfL the

administration of taxis in London

has nosedived down a deep well

on its way to the abyss. We have

suffered badly from

incompetence and neglect and

downright ignorance of the trade

they are supposed to administer.

Their apathetic attitude shows in

the way that we can’t even enter

their building to talk to them!

Now they announce that a new

computerised PH and taxi

licensing system will be run by

NSL – the same company that

‘runs’ the feeder park at

Heathrow. Helen Chapman of the

PCO talks of the ‘great many

improvements that will be

delivered to our customers’.

Since when, Helen, have we

been your ‘customers’? The PCO

are not a business – if it was, it

would have gone bankrupt years

ago through lack of

administrative skills. No, the PCO

are a public body set up to

administer the PH and taxi trades

in London.

Questions I would like answered

are: was this contract put out to

tender and, if so, what other

companies showed an interest?

Also, now that we will be having

two MOT’s a year plus a ‘visual’

inspection, how much will it cost

and how detailed will that ‘visual’

inspection be? 

But wouldn’t it be great if the

PCO were a business, because

then we could take our custom

elsewhere. However, now that

the admin is to be handled by an

outside company and MOT’s will

be done at any VOSA testing

station of our choice, what is

there left for the PCO to do?

They could handle complaints –

badly, as usual - and they could

have meetings with the trade

bodies. There’s little else left.

What will happen to the admin

staff at the PCO now that NSL

are doing it? Have they

unwittingly run themselves off the

cliff into a sea of redundancies?

Nobody would be surprised.

THIS TRADE NEEDS 

AN OVERHAUL

By the time you read this you

would have had a tariff increase

and the meter will now start at

£2.40p. You lucky bastards.

Sorry, it’s not personal, but some

people out there think they are

doing us a great favour by

increasing the initial drop. That

wouldn’t even buy ten fags. But,

are we guilty of complacency?

Where else in the world can you

hire a £35,000 vehicle (£42,000

for a Merc) driven by a fully

qualified professional driver for

the price of a cheese sandwich? 

Our expenses are reaching for

the sky and yet we still have to

sell ourselves for a mere £2.40p

hiring. It’s not on any more. We

have to be realistic and step into

the real world. For example, the

local hotel buses at Heathrow

charge £4.50 per person from

Terminal 3 to, say, the Marriott

hotel on Bath Road. Five people

would pay £22.50 if they went by

bus; by taxi it would cost less

than a tenner. It’s ludicrous.

Nobody is asking for a massive

hike in the cost of a taxi ride, but

we should at least be able to

make the shorter rides more

viable. A meter starting at

between five and ten pounds is

realistic when the yardage for the

first drop on the meter is

increased. And, as a matter of

urgency, we need to get the

extras back. Ken took them away

and you can bet he won’t be in a

hurry to give them back again.

Seriously, though, putting extras

back on the meter would help to

offset the ever increasing cost of

fuel, insurance and spare parts

and would also save the PCO the

trouble of issuing conversion

charts to each and every one of

us when the cost of diesel goes

through the roof.

The return of 
The Nut Behind The Wheel 

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com



Wrath of the Titans is exactly the

same as its awful predecessor

without the campiness. The film

follows Perseus as he embarks

on a quest to save his Dad from

Hades, Ares, and Kronos. 
All of the actors in the film appear to

have hardly put any work into their

performances especially Sam

Worthington who, just like in Clash of

the Titans, is completely boring

making Perseus a character that no

one cares for. The storyline is almost

nonexistent and seems to only exist

as a way to set up the next action

sequence.

Clash of the Titans was an absolute

disaster but its campiness was

amusing and it was extremely

entertaining watching Liam Neeson

yell "Release the Kraken". Wrath of

the Titans on the other hand is

basically the same with decent visual

effects but without any campiness at

all making it an unnecessary sequel

to an unnecessary remake of a

decent film that was made three

decades ago. Red Light

(Although I haven't seen it yet, I hear

The Hunger Games is meant to be

very good and is, currently at the time

of press, number one on the UK box

office charts)

Wrath of the Titans (12A) 

RED LIGHT

RED – Stop, don’t bother

wasting your money

AMBER – It’s alright, go if

you want. Or wait for the

DVD 

GREEN – Put your foot

down, go and see it.

Film 2012 
by Norman Barry

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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The marathon awaits

So who will be the top London club? I

tip Spurs. Just when we thought that

Tottenham had imploded and Arsenal

were finally showing their class, it all

goes tits up. Tottenham hustle Swansea

with Bale unplayable and Adebayor

(looking) for a contract and scoring a

brace. 

Arsenal on the other hand, after winning

seven on the trot lose to a battling QPR side

who have a horrendous run in. I am not

sure they are going to make it.

Fulham have all but secured premiership

survival for another season with their

fabulous victory over Norwich at the

weekend. That leads me to Chelsea. First of

all who is the Muppet who does the

scheduling?  That they have to play

Tottenham at 6pm at Wembley is stupid

enough, but three days before they may

have a semi-final in the Champions league

is unbelievable. I don't think top four is

where it is at for the Blues this year. I think

they fancy their chances for the big one.

And after their battling displays in the comp

this year who can say it won’t happen?

One thing is for sure though,  If they fail to

win the CL, FA cup and do not finish in the

top four , we will see a clear out like no

other at the Bridge, another new manager

and we poor people can rejoice in the

knowledge that money cannot buy

everything.

Please support me on the 
Virgin London Marathon 2012
Text: ACLT EDDIE to 70300
Aclt.org

TULISA SLIP UP
Be honest now. Do you feel sorry for the

Sex factor judge and Ndubs star Tulisa. In

case you have been on a trip to another

planet and had not heard, when she was 17

and in love she made a terrible mistake and

indulged in a “video” with her at the time

boyfriend, whilst away on holiday. I have

seen the video, and she does nothing in it

that you would not expect in a healthy

sexual relationship, except perhaps filming

it. 

It has been fascinating listening to and

taking part in the conversations surrounding

the leaked video. Some people have

claimed that it is nothing more than an

elaborate scam. That she released it

herself. That she coincidentally has a new

album out. That her people must have

reckoned on the fact that Kim Kardasian,

Paris Hilton, Jordan, Abby titmus, and

Pamela Anderson have all had leaked

tapes, which didn’t seem to do their careers

any harm. I am not so sure. This woman is

trying to break into mainstream. There are

bound to be no end of barbed comments

about her exploits, which do not play out

well to a family audience. And I suppose it is

to those families I speak now. There has

been a huge rise in what has been called

sexts. Young girls seemingly unaware of the

implications, sending pictures of

themselves, barely dressed to boyfriends

who then pass them on to their mates.

Please talk to your children. Those camera

phones are a nightmare. There are just too

many temptations. It is bad enough as an

adult but as a child�.

Tulisa will be all right. Her contrition in the

YouTube broadcast is there for all to see (as

is the video) she will learn from this. I leave

the last word to one of the texters to my

Friday night show on BBC London 94.9

She said there is nothing wrong with what

she did. To make sure it is not leaked in

future she should only allow herself to be

filmed if they are married.

MARATHON PREPARATION
I am so nervous.  The marathon is 4

weeks away and I don’t feel as though I am

ready. I fell up the stairs last week and

bruised my hip, my knees are bad and

Dave McQueen my trainer is working on my

mindset. 

You see Five years ago I was training and

looking good to complete the marathon in 4

hours ish. I was stronger and fitter than I

had ever been and I had lost loads of

weight. Then the bombshell came, I was

diagnosed with Hodgkin’s Lymphoma and I

had to withdraw. There started the long and

arduous road.

This road to recovery was not just a

physical but a mental one too. Six months

of chemo, constipation, anxiety, wondering if

you are going to live or die.

5 years on I am fit and healthy and have

again lost loads of weight though happily for

different reasons. I blogged my exploits for

the Voice last time and to be honest

because writing it down makes it so public I

have struggled to do it again. It is not that I

don’t have lots to say. In fact my problem

has always been that I have too much to

say. It is that this is the final frontier. I am

treading the exact path I did 5 years ago

and it terrifies be because I don’t want to get

sick again. Stupid I know but ask anyone

who has had cancer and they will tell you

that their appreciation of life is completely

different. Yes I still get angry and upset but I

don’t let it fester. I don’t carry them on and I

have learnt to forgive and move on. I cannot

speak for anybody else but as well as my

appalling diet I believe that carrying negative

feelings did me no good at all. I suppose

being a dad helps with perspective too. Lol!!

So now that I have told you what is going

on, my deal with you is that I will write

regularly and honestly about the marathon

training, news affecting people of colour, in

fact anything and everything and you will

help me to support the ACLT. 

They nearly went out of business last year

and their whole reason for being there is to

help us. So help me to help them by joining

the Facebook group runEddierun.

On twitter @eddienestor and donate £3 by

texting donate through my Virgin Money

Giving Fundraising page or by texting

“ACLTEDDIE” to 70300 to donate £3.  Next

week why I am growing this ridiculous

beard and why women should be wary

when men ask if they can video (it)

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast

by Uncle Eddie Nestor



AMIR KHAN is

being lined up for

a shot at Floyd

Mayweather Jnr

next year, his

promoters have

confirmed. 

Golden Boy Promotions chief

executive Richard Schaefer revealed

that plans are in place for a fight in

2013, providing Khan comes through

his next two fights unscathed. 

First, Khan will bid to regain his WBA

and IBF light-welterweight belts from

Lamont Peterson in their May 19

rematch, but Schaefer admits Khan

needs to learn to fight smarter if he is to

earn a shot at Mayweather. 

"I don't know how to say it more

elegantly, but sometimes Amir's balls

are too big for his own good," Schaefer

told the Daily Telegraph. "Look at

Mayweather - he's a master tactician

who knows how to use defensive and

offensive skills and has been knocking

people out recently. He knows what it

takes to win and fights very smart. 

"Amir has the skills, speed and power,

but what he needs to work on are the

'ring smarts' and not get carried away.

He's still very young and he learnt a lot

from the Peterson fight. We'll see if he

applies that on May 19." 

If Mayweather can see off Miguel

Cotto on May 5 and Khan reclaims his

titles against Peterson two weeks later,

Schaefer believes the pair may step

into the ring in early 2013, but not

before Khan tests the water at

welterweight. 

"There's never going to be a boring

Amir Khan fight because he is

incapable of producing that," Schaefer

said. "He's an exciting guy to watch and

that's why we all want to see him. 

"We would like him to have one fight

at welterweight if he beats Peterson,

and then there is the match with

Mayweather. We have discussed it with

the Mayweather camp, and they are

interested

Love boxing... Love Buncey

BOXNATION

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Anything that comes after

Cheltenham is always a bit of an anti

climax but the Grand National is

always a great race which captures

the whole nations attention.
Before that a swift reflection of the

Cheltenham Festival. This was the first

losing festival for The Marksman in five

years. We had four seconds and two thirds

among our selections but the fates seemed

to be against us. Our maximum five part bet

‘Sizing Europe; would have won had the

last fence not been by past causing him to

lose ground. The final nail in the coffin was

20/1 shout ‘Sailors Warn’ who led over the

last but lost a shoe on the run in and was

beaten into third going down by half a

length (although we did collect with the

place money�) Roll on next year and

here’s hoping for better luck!

The Grand National

Let’s start with last year’s winner

‘Ballabriggs’ (11st 9lb) (odds 14/1) trained

by Donald McCain will be ridden again by

Jason Maguire. Ran 4th beaten 9 and a

quarter lengths behind Master of the Hall in

his latest start over 2m 6f at Kelso which

was a satisfactory run. He has 9 pounds

more to carry this year but cannot be

discounted.

Killyglen (10st 4lb) (odds 20/1) for those

looking for an outsider, this is surely one to

consider. Trained by S Crawford in Ireland

this horse was alongside last years winner

four fences out when he fell. This year he is

19 pounds better off with Bellabriggs. He

comes into this years race off of a 5 and a

half length win over 3m 2f at Down Royal.

For those of you who want an outsider look

no further.

Synchronised (11st 10lb) (odds 14/1)

trained by Jonjo O’Neill and ridden by Tony

McCoy, winner of this years Cheltenham

Gold Cup. The class horse in the race

hence the top weight but I could not fancy

him as he has shown on his best form with

a long break between races. With only 3

and a half weeks between the Gold Cup

and the National he is not for me.

Seabass (10st 12lb) (odds 16/1) trained

in Ireland by Ted Walsh he could well have

his son ruby on board. Ruby Walsh was

due to ride Prince De Beauchene for Willie

Mullins but the favourite was injured last

week and will miss the race. Ruby rode

Papillon for his father when winning the

race in 2000. A great jumper but will he stay

the distance? If he does he will have a big

chance.

Cappa Bleu (10st 10lb) (odds 14/1)

trained by Evan Williams will be ridden by

Paul Maloney. This horse won the

Foxhunters at Cheltenham in 2009, so he

jumps and stays. Warmed up for the

National with a staying on 3rd behind

Massims Maguire over 3m at Wetherby , he

should be there abouts but has he got the

class?

Junior (11st 2lb) (odds 10/1) trained by

Martin Pipe this horse won the Kim Muir

Chase at the Cheltenham festival in 2011

over 3m 1f by 24 lengths and this has been

his target ever since. Ran over hurdles in

February to protect his chasing handicap

mark and once the weights came out he

ran over 3m 2f at Doncaster where he was

beaten a short head by Ikorodu Road giving

the winner 1st 8lb He should have won that

day but a horse fell at the last and interfered

with Junior causing him to lose 2-3 lengths.

Since then Ikorodu Road has come out and

won at Newbury so the form is rock solid.

He will do for me and I recommend a 3

point win bet.

Before I go must pass on a good word

for Discourse. This 3 year old filly is my

fancy for the 1000 Guineas at

Newmarket (current odds 8/1)

Anyway, be lucky and don’t give too much

to those awful bookie chappies.

The Marksman
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The @TLC_Golf Society

(Tweetalondoncab), was formed

in 2010 and was the brainchild of

driver @Leevonleft (Lee

Patterson). He thought it would

be nice to go and have a round

of golf with some of his new

buddyʼs on Twitter, most of

which heʼd never met before.

The first @TLC_Golf outing was

arranged on 27th April 2010 at

Princes Golf Club in Sandwich,

Kent. It was very well attended and

a fantastic day was had by all,

none more so than @croydoncabby

(Ian), who won on the day (with a

slightly dodgy handicap :-). It was

agreed then and there that it

should be a regular “thing”, and so

@TLC_Golf was born.

The formats for those early events

where individual stapleford, with an

added competition of North Vs

South. Players where divided into

teams depending on where cabbies

came from, either North or South of

the river. This soon gave way (due

to the South Team being, shall we

say.......under-represented?), to a

new rolling matchplay competition

which is still ongoing now.

Over 60 different players have

attended @TLC_Golf Society days

over the last 2 years and of course

many of those over and over again.

There have been 13 events so far,

taking in golfing delights such as

Westerham GC, Enfield GC,

Silvermere GC, Abridge Golf &

Country Club, Shooters Hill GC,

West Middlesex GC, Kings Hill GC

including 2 overnight events at Old

Thorns Manor near Liphook in

Hampshire.

The ethos of @TLC_Golf Society

is purely to have fun doing

something you like, so much so,

that the coveted “Wooden Spoon”

(for coming last, currently & proudly

held by @Londoncabby17

(Warren), is almost more of a prize

than winning an event!?! Golfers

that join us are of all different

golfing abilities from 5 to 28

handicappers, it seriously doesnʼt

matter what your ability is to play

the game, no one takes it too

seriously (except @mikeInns, but

we just ignore him), although of

course we do respect & abide by

the wishes & rules of each golf club

we visit, but everyone is welcome!

The May event at Enfield is now

full, but after that weʼll be at

Abridge Golf & Country Club in

Essex on Tuesday 19th June, just a

few days before they hold The

Open Regional

Qualifying rounds!

If youʼd like to join us just follow

@TLC_Golf on twitter and keep an

eye out for announcements, or if

you donʼt have a twitter account,

email marcr@tlctaxi.co.uk

Hope to see you soon!

Tweet a London Cab golf day

In the winners (& losers) Circle

Old Thorns single stapleford winner @MrCudlip (Tweetalondoncab co-founder)

.............& @mikeinns contemplates “what might have been?”
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.



FAIRWAY FOR SALE
Taxi fairway driver n reg 1996  red vinyl roof sun roof auto 

plated till 12/12/2012. 
Taxed, new power steering box, new master cylinder, 

4 new tyres all fitted when overhauled very good condition, 
drives very well driver retiring, still has meter in it, 

all ready to go to work, very nice cab, 
ALL FOR £1600 

tel: 01304852700  or 07530349112
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0208 732 5525

Also at Devonshire House Stanmore HA7 IJ8

Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

London Taxi Sales
TX1s, TX2s, TX4s

Excellent taxis
for sale OR rent

Call: 07817 458 565

Green Badge Holder
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C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING

Dunlace Taxi
Services Ltd

Drivers Wanted
Cabs to Rent

Fairways, TXI’s, 
TXII’s and TX4’s

Overhauls
Service and Running Repairs

Units 10-11 Period Works
1 Lammas Road, 
Leyton E10 7QT

Tel: 020 8558 4240
Mobile 07988 424533

DALSTON
STEAM

CLEANING
Taxis Steam Cleaned

& Undersprayed
While You Wait

To PCO Standard!

Unit 17 Period Works
1 Lammas Road,
Leyton E10 7QT
020 8558 9945




